
CHAPTER I I 1· 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

. The varieties of speech ac:ts particularly about the 

illoc:utionary acts can be seen -from the data analyzis. It is 

divided into : 

1. a. The classification of illocutionary 

its function. in each announcing. 

acts accordi~g to 

Then, the whole 

announcings and their occurrence are described in one 

table. 

b~ 1) The classification of illocutionary acts spoken by 

the broadcasters related to· the topics discussed 

during the announcing o-f "The Blue Melon Show 11 and 

"Super DJ" belong to EBS and Istara respectively. 

Topic, according to Hymes, means what is being talked 

about (1972: 19). Topic related to' the variety can be 

seen from the words used (Pateda, 1987: 98) • They 

are classified in each announcing. 

2) The indicator of the changing of the topics. Or the 

so called the change cf the topic means when what is 

talked about has changed (Hymes 1972: 16). It answer 

the questiofi when what is being talked about has 
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changed. In other words, it provides the answers of 

the time of topic changing. Here it describes what 

the broadcaster says ~henever he changes the topic 

within each announcing. 

3) The topic discussed within each program belong to EBS 

and Istara FM and they can also be seen as the 

components of act-sequence within each announcing. 

Then the whole announcing are described in a table and 

their frequency as well. 

2. The comparison uses E~glish spee~h · acts between the 

type of entertainment and undirect-education program and 

their frequency of occurrence. 

Discourse may be viewed in terms of acts both 

syntagm.atic:ally and pat·adigmatic:allyJ i.e both as a sequence 

of speech acts and in terms of class of acts (Hymes, 1972:57). 

This theory supports number one of the classification of 

illocut~onary acts and the second supports th~ forms of act

sequence on number two above. 
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A. EBS 

It describes the varieties of English illocutionary 

acts can be seen from the ways of speaking and the topics 

discussed, in the program of "The Blue Melon Show". 

1. The ways of speaking 

It can be described in the classification of 

illocutionary acts according to its function. 

On this program, the broadcaster said several 

illocutionary acts. It includes the actions of asking a 

question to his partner, ordering things that he hope it 

wi 11' be done, 

greeting, had 

thanking for 

inviting the listeners to do something, 

asserting or declare certain thing, 

what the listeners had done for the 

broadcaster, and announcing. Those illocutionary acts~s 

classification are descr(bed on each announcing time. 

In this first announcing, the functions of 

illocutionary occur here are competitive, convivial and 

collaborative. But the forth function does not occur. 

And the 

uttered by 

actions which were done within sentences 

the broadcaster are asking, greeting, 

thanking and asserting. For detail desct·iption can be 

seen in table 1 beiow. 
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Function 

Co1petltlve . 
Canvivill 

Coll1bor1Uve 

Conflictive 

T1ble I 
Cl1ssiflc1tian of Jllocutio~1ry Acts 

According Ta lts Function 
on 1st Announcing of 'The Blue Melon Show' pragr11 

Kind of illocutlon1ry Illocution1ry Acts 

Asking HaM do you 1e1t the girls ? 
Ordering · --
Greeting Kello guys 1nd girls 

6uys ind girls 

lnvi ting --
Thinking Think for your 1tt1ntion 

Asserting I still re1e1ber 
That w1s unforgett1ble· t11e 
I still re1e1ber thing I'd done 
You are naughty boy 
It aust be fun to be part af te11 

Announcing --
--

E 

I 
-
I 
2 

-
1 

l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
-
-

During the second announcing, there is omly two 

~unctions o~ illocutionary acts occur. It is because the 

actions within sentences o~ illocutionary uttered by the 

broadcaster are the greeting, thanJcing, announcing and 

asserting. Those actions which belong only to that two 

~unctions. It is described detail in table 2 below. 
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Table 2 
Chsslflcatian af lllacutianary Acts 

· Accarding ta Its Functian 
an the 2 nd Annauncing af •the Blue Milan ShaM• 

function Kind af Jlocutionary Jllacutianary Acts 

Canvivial 6reeting Hi,guys and girls 
Thanking Thant you far listening 

Callabarativ Annauncing 101, 25 EBS FM 

Asserting 1'1 SD excited 
They af fer 1e to Mark 
l like ta Mort here 

. I don't care about fee 
1'1 having a fun here 
They intervie• 1e 
It's i1parbnt 
D1gr1e is i1part1nt 
&radualed an 
co11unic1tin can be PR 

Source: Selective listening 

The 'broadcaster does four 
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& 

1 
1 

2 

l 
l 
l 
1 
J 
l 
I 
1 

I 

actions within 

i l locutionary' s utterances o·n the third announcing. 

He asks, invites, thanks and asserts certain thing to 

the listeners. They all belong to the function of 

competitive, convivial and collaborative. For detain 

description can be seen in the table 3 below. 
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Function 

Coapet i ti ve 

Convivial 

Calhbarativt 

T1blt 3 
Classific1tian of lllacution1ry 

According ta Its Function 
on 3rd Announcing of 'The Blue Kelon Shaw' 

Kind of illocutionary Jllocutianary Acts 

Asking How 1any ti1es do you ca1e here 

Jnvi ting Co11 on 
Let's swi1 

Thanking Thank you very 1uch 

Asserting You 1ust be kidding 
What 1 lovely sea-share 
Yau 1ust be se1 lover 

Sourc11 Selective Listening 

31 

t 

1 

2 
J 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Ory the forth announcing time, the broadcaster does 

the action of asking, inviting and asserting. Here, the 

Tunction of conflictive does not occur because the 

broadcaster does not utter the sentences of threatening, 

cursing and accusing. For detail, take a look at table 4 

Function 

Coapeti ti ve 

Convivial 

Collaborative 

Table 4 
Classification of Jllocutianary 

According ta Its function 
on 4th Announcing of 'The Blue Kelan Show• 

Kind of Illocution1ry Jllocution1ry Acts 

Asking Are you 1 s1oter ? 
.Ho11 1uch 1oney do you spend a day 
What do you call this thing 
What happen to this lung ? 

Inviting let's co11 into the cigarette 
let's go inside hu1an's lung 

Asserting Yau .1ust quit saoting 
Then, it's dangerous to s1oke 
It loot lite so pale 
It's disgusting 

t 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
I 
1 
1 
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The actions which were dona en the fifth announcing 

are asking a question, inviting and asserting or declare 

something to his partner. 

While the functions occur are convivial, 

competitive and collaborative. At this time, the 

broadcaster said three illocutionary utterances beloMg 

to competitive function. One belong to convivial and 

Tive sentences of collaborative. 

Function 

Co1petitive 

Convivi1l 

Coll1bor1tive 

T1ble 5 
Cl1ssific1tion of lllocution1ry Acts 

According to Its Function 
on 5th Announcing of 'The Blue Kelon Show• 

Kind of lllocution1ry lllocut1on1ry of Acts 

Asking Where 1r1 we 9otn9 ? 
Whit would you like ta witch ? 
Whit do you think th1t fil1? 

Inviting Let's witch fil• 

Asserting People 1r1 sasweet ind polite 
Filas in lndanest1 is only about 
sex ind violence 
It's very crowded right here 
It's very touching 

t 

I 
I 
l 

l 

l 

J 
J 
l 

The last announcing OT "The Blue Melon Show'' talks 

about illocutionary within its kind OT asking and 

asserting Tunction. In other words, the other functions 

do not occur this time. The TOreign broadcaster tells 

his own experience by a$king and asserting set of 
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actions. The illocutionary sentences uttered are varied 

and never repeated. Table 6 below describes it. 

Table 6 
Classification of Illocutionary Acts 

According to Its Function 
on 6th Announcing of 'The Blue Melon ShoM' 

Function Kind of illocutionary acts lllocutionary Acts 

Co1petitive Asking Do you have special occasion ? 

Collaborative Asserting Hy 1ather used to alMays forbid 
1e to go to USA 

I Mant to be independent 
I could take care 1yself far you 
I feel 1ar1 s1lf-conf ident 
I can't forget Mhtn she got 1ad 
It's the first ti11 she shauut at 
11 for she hate the May I dress 
It becole special 101ent 

Source: Selective Listening 

The classification of illocutionary 

r 

t 

1 
1 
1 
t 
1 

t 
I 

acts 

according to its function within "The Blue Melen Show'' 

program can be concluded on table 2 below. The three 

function mentioned here based on the fact that they are 

the only function occur within the "The Blue Melon Show'' 

program. 
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. Tablt 7 
Classification According lR tht Function 

in •Jhe Blue Melon ShaM• pragraa 

Ca1peti ti ve Canviviil Collaborative 

Kind of Illocutionary r Kind of lllacutionary r Kind of Illacutianary 

Asking 10 Inviting 6 Announcing 
Ordering - 6r11ting 4 Asserting 

Th1nUng 3 

10 13 . 
Saurcez Selective listening 

34 

r 

2 
32 

34 

The actions belong to the function of collaborative 

occur 34 (64Y.). They have the highest occurence compare 

to the other function on the whole "The Blue Melon 

Show" program. More precisely, they included into the 

kind of Il~ocutionary called asserting which occur 32 

(56/.). 

The total amount of utterances of illocutionary 

acts spoken during "The Blue Melon Show 11 program are 57. 

Thus, it can be seen that the procentage of occurence of 

illocutionary acts according to its kinds are . . 
Asking 19 Y. 

Inviting 11 Y. 
Greeting 7 Y. 

Thanking 5 Y. 

Announcing 3 Y. 
Asserting 56 Y. 
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I 
I 

I 

I 

/ 

I 
I 
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1.b The varieties of illocution~ry acts based on topic are: 

1) The thing being talked about or the so called ~opic 

\ 
\ 

can affect the certain linguistic feature within 

the conversation. 

On the first announcing, it discusses thE 

school time, as the main topic. It is being 

t~lked between two broadcasters who divide it inlo 

two parts namely the first time going to ~chool and 

the second is the habit during high sch661. Both 

topics discussed for twenty minutes include the 

three times of ~the competition time•. Each topic 

includes different English illocutionary acts as a 

-fC"Jreign language spoken by the broadca:ster. It is 

described in the table below. 

T1ble.8 
I llociatian1ry Acts Occured in the Topic 'Schaal• \ 

an 'The Blue llelan Sha•' Progr11 

Announcing Topics Illacutian1ry 1cts 
I 

t First ti1e going ta school £verything 90 COlpletel~ lid 
I 1•ttll re1e1ber . ' I 

:Tjfat 111 unforgett1ble t11e 

Habit during high school ti1e 
,,"'t 

I' still rett1ber thing I'd done 
Ho• do you 1eet ~he girls ? 

.. 
1rhat'1 nice •\ 

I 

•
1
;, ~ou ue naughty bo¥ 
· !~t .. 1U1t be fun to ~e part of te11 

I 

Source& Selective Li1tenin9 I ,\ 

I 
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The topic on job is discussed in the second 

announcing of "The Blue Melon Show" progr.am. It is 

talked in detail within two times of the program. 

The first one discusses the topic on job in radio 

station. The second description talked about job on 

communication. 

The detail description about the topic and 

sentences of illocutionary act to which it belongs 

to can be checked in the table 9 below. 

Announcing 

2 

Table 9 
Illocutionary Acts Occurtd in the topic •Job• 

on •rh1 Blue Milon Sha•• Progr11 

Topics lllocutlonary Acts 

Jab in r1dio st1tion I' 1 so excited 
They offered ae to wort here 
I like to work here 
I don't care about the fee 
I'a hiving 1 fun here 
They interview ae in rel1x way 

Job on co11unication degree It's i1portant to be graduated 
Degree is the 1ain qualification 
Graduated on co11unic1tion tan 
be broadcaster, PR ind the like 

Source: Selective listening 

The broadcaster talked about the sea on the 

third announcing. It is described into two sections, 

first, he talked the topic about going to the ocean. 
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The second description about the experience of 

going to the sea is discussed by the broadcaster o~ 

the EBS radio station, especially the one who serves 

the program use English language. It is described on 

table 10 

Announcing 

3 

Table 10 
lllacutian1ry acts accured in the tapic 'Sea' 

an 'The Blue Kelon Shaw• Progr11 

Topics lllocution1ry Acts 

6oing to the sea Whit 1 lovely se1-share 
Whit do you think about it ? 
Ca1e on 
Let's swi1 

Experience of going to se1 How 11ny ti1es do you coae here? 
You 1ust be kidding 
Yau aust be 1 111 laver 

The topic about smoker is discussed within the 

forth announcing of 11 The Blue Melon Show" program. 

It is described further into tw~ topics. The first 

topic about a smoker is discussed by doing several 

actions within illocutionary utterances. In other 

words, that topic carries on the only actions. 

While the danger of being a smoker is on the 

second section of the program. 
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Announcin9 

4 

T1blt 11 
lllocutlon1ry Act.In tht Topic• A S1ok1r' 

on 'The llut Kalan Shaw• Pro9ra1 

Topics lllocuttonary Acts 

A sacker Are you a saoker ? 
How auch aoney do you spend a day 

A danger of being a s1ok1r Let's coae into the cigarette 
What do you call1d this thing ? 
Let's go inside huaan's lung 
It's dis9usting 
lhat happen to this lung ? 
It looks like so pale 
Then, it is dangerous to s1oke 
You aust quit s1okin9 

38 

On the ~i~th announcing, the broadcaster does 

actions as they tell about going to the cinema. And 

the second topic about the films in Indonesia use 

several illocutionary which some of them have 

similirities. The detail description served below. 

Announcing 

5 

Table 12 
Illocutionary Occured ln the Topic 'Fila' 

on 'The Blue Ktlon Show' Prograa 

Topics Jllocutionary Acts 

&oing to cineaa Where are we going ? 
Let•s watch fil1 
What would you like to watch ? 
It's very crowded right here 
It's very touching 
What do you think that fil1 ? 

Fil1s on Indonesia People art so sweet and polite 
Fil1s in Indonesia is only about 
sex and violence· 
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On the last announcing, the broadcaster do some 

actions within the ~irst topic how to handle parents 

on this program. The other actions were done on the 

second topic "First argue with mother." 

The detail description about the use o~ the words o~ 

illocutionary are on the table 13 below. 

Announcing 

6 

T1bl1 13 
lllocutian1ry Acti Occured in the Topic •Parents• 

on •Thi Blu1 Milon Sha•' Progr11 

Taplcs Jllocutianary Acts 

Ha• la handle parents Ky 1ather used to 1l•ays forbid 
If to ga ta USA 
I •ant to be independent 
I could take care ayself far year 
I feel 1ar1 self·canfldent 

First argue •ith 1ath1r Do you you have special occasion? 
I can't forget •hen she got 11d 
It's the first ti•e she shout at 
1e for she hate the way I dress 
I was so sorry about that event 
It beco1e special 101ent 

The whole announcing o~ the "The Blue Melon 

Show" are described in the table 14 below. 
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hblt 14 . 
The Ust af Illocutionary Acts 

ln the Proor11 1 Th1 Blu1 Melon Show' 

Announctno 1 2 3 4 5 6 E 
Topic 

School e - - - - - .e 
Job - 9 - - - - 9 
Sea - - 7 - - - 7 
A 11oktr - - - 10 - - 10 
Fi111 - - - - 9 - 9. 
Parents - - - - - 8 8 

The occurrence of the illocutionary within the 

topic about a smoker is the highest than the others. 

They are said ten· times (19Y.) in the whole 

announcing of "The Blue Melon Show." While the topfc 

about sea 7 (14X), is the lowest. And the other 

frequency of occurrences of topics are school B, job 

9, film 9 and parents 9. 

The total amount is 51 • Then it can be found 

out the percentage of uccurrence of illocutionary 

within each topic are . . 
Sc:hool 19 Ye 

Job 17 Y. 

Sea 14 Y. 

A smoker 19 Y. 

Film 17 Y. ·,~ 

Parents 17 Y.. 
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b.2) Indicator of the change o~ the topics 

Whenever the broadcaster cha~ges the topic of 

conversation. he would say one of these : 

a. He will ask the question about certain 

phenomenon which is going on. 

b. He just tells his own experience or opinion 

of his feeling about certain thing' that he 

would like to talk abut. 

c. He will state the name of the radio station and 

its frequency, the name of the program, and his 

name as the broadcaster who serves that program. 

d. He will ask the condition of his partner at the 

announcing time. 

e. He will greet his listeners by calling them out. 

On the first announcing, the broadcaster talks 
I 

about school time. The first topic is open when he 

utters his own experience during the school time. 

/ 
By saying 'everything go completely madp, he gives 

I 
! the sign that the chance .to talk about that topic 

is now available. 
: 

It 'has changed when the 

broadcaster say 'I still 'remember thing r~d done 

during high school time'. 
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Both of the topics discussed on the second 

announcing ~ime are open when the broadcaster 

utters his own opinjon. The first topic about job 

on the t•adio station is b.egun when he state 'i 'm so 

excited' as the expression of his feeling. And it 

·changes to the other topic at the same time he says 

'it's important to be graduated'. 

The third announcing discussed about thing 

related to sea. The greeting 'hello, guys and 

girls' starts the first chatting of going to the 

sea. And it is described in detail on the second 

topic about the experience of going to the ocean 

when the broadcaster ask his partner 'how many 

times do you come here?'. 

Topic which discusses facts of being smoker 

within the forth announcing is opened when the 

broadcaster states the name.of the radio station 

and its frequency, name of program and also his 

name. Meanwhile the second topic begins when he 

asks the condition of his partner at the announcing 

time. 

On the i-ifth announcing, it talks about the 

film. The situation outside illustrates the first 

topic about going to the cinema. The conversation 
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begins when the broadca~ter asks his partner 'what 

is your favourite film?•. And the second, films in 

Indonesia is discussed at the same time he asks his 

partner•s opinion. 

The sentence about his experience •my mother 

used to always forbid me to go to USA said by the 

broadcaster indicating that the topic, on the last 

announcing, deals with parents. And the second 

topic of first argument with mother begin when the 

broadcaster . states the fr.equency and the name of 

the.radio station and also the name of the program. 

Those description can be clasified in detail 

table 15 below 
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Announcing 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

hblt 15 
The Use of lllicotianary Acts 

As the Indicator of the Change af The Topic 
an the pragra1 ~The Blut Melon Show' 

Topics lllacutianary Acts 

First ti1e going ta school Everything ga co1pletely 1ad 

Habit during high school ti1e I still re1e1ber thing J»d done 
during high school ti1e 

Job in radio station ft I SD txci ted 

Jab an ca11unicatian degree It»s i1partant ta be graduated 

6aing ta the sea Hello, guys and girls 

Experience af going to s11 HaN 1any ti1es da you co11 here? 

Facts of being a s1oker 101,25 EBS FH, 6uys and girls 
The Blue Helon ShoN Mith the 
'na1e af the broadcaster' 

A danger of being a s1oker Why are you look sa pale ? 

6aing to cineH What is your favourite fila ? 

Fila in Indonesia What do you think about fil• 
played in Indonesia ? 

How to handle parents EBS 101,25 FH with 'The Blue 
"elon Shaw• 

First argue with •other The Blue Helan Show with EBS 
101,25 FK is back'naw 

Source: Selective Listening 

44 

The kinds of indicator of the change.of topics 

used in "The Blue Melon Show" means when those 

sentences said by the broadcaster which indicates 

that the topic changes. 

The use of sentences as an indicator of the change 
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of topic within the whole announcing of "The· Blue 

Melon Show 11 is described in table 5. 

No 

l 
2 
3 

4 
5 

T1bl1.16 
The Use af lliacutianary Acts 

· As an Indicator af the Change af Topics 
an the 'The Blue Kelan Shaw' pragr11 

Kinds of Indicator Announcing l 2 3 
of the Change af th1 Topic 

Ouestian about certain pheno1enon - - 1 
State his own opinion or feeling 2 2 -
State the n11e af the radio, th1 
f requancy and the n111 af the progr11 - - -
Ask the condition of the partner - - -
&reet the llstaners - - l 

Sources Selective listening 

4 5 6 t 

1 1 - 3 
- - 1 5 

- 1 1 2 
1 - - l - - - l 

The program of 11 The Blue Melon Show 11 has five 

kinds of indicator of the change of the topic. The 

senten~es of stating his own experiences or feeling, 

in order to indicate the change of the topic, have 

occured more often than the other indicators. 

The total amount of the kinds of the indicators 

are 12. Then, the occurance of each indicator within 

twelve topics discussed are 

1 • G.uestion about certain phenomenon 25 'Y. 

2. State his own opinion 42 Y. 

3. State the name of the radio, its 

frequency and the name of the program 17 r. 
4. Ask the condition of his partner 8 r. 
5. Greet the listeners 8 'Y. 
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b.3) Act-sequence 

The sequence of acts within "The Blue Melon 

Show" program can be classi-fied into : 

1. "First announcing 

a. 1 ntroduct ion 

introduce the name of the radio station and 

its frequency 

- introduce the name of the program 

state the name of the broadcaster 

b. Description 

topic discussed is first time going to school 

c. Detail description 

the topic is habit during high school time 

d. Closing 

- thank the listeners for their attention 

- say good bye. 

2. Second announcing 

a. 1 ntroduct ion 

- introduce the name of the radio station and 

its frequency 

- introduce the name of the program 

- state the name o-f the broadcaster 

b. Description 

It discussed the job in radio station 

c. Detail description 

The topic discussed is about the job on the 

communication degree 
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d. Closing 

thank the listeners 

- say good bye. 

3. Third announcing 

a. Description 

It talks about going to the sea-shore 

b. Introduction 

introduce the name of the program 

47 

- introduce the name of the radio station and 

its frequency 

- greet the listeners 

- state the name of the broadcaster 

c. Detail description 

It discusses the experience of going to the 

sea 

d. Closing 

~ thank the listeners for their attention 

- say good bye 

4. Forth·announcing 

a. I ntroduc:ti on 

state the frequency and the name of the 

radio station 

tell the name of the program 

tell the name of the broadcaster 

b. Description 

It discusses a smoker 
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c. Detail description 
The topic discu5sed hara is the danger o~ · 

being a smoker 

d. Closing 
say thank you to the listeners 

- say good bye. 

5. FiTth announcing 

a. Description 

It describes going to cinema 

b. Introduction 

48 

The broadcaster states the name OT the 

Trequency and the name OT the radio station, 

and also his name 

c. Detail description 

It is about the ?ilms in Indonesia 

d. Closing 

The broadcasres say thank you and good bye to 

hi.s 1 isteners. 

6. Sixth announcing 

a. I ntt·oduction 

He states the name OT the radio station and 

its Trequency, the name OT the program and 

also his name 

b. Description 

The topic discussed here is how to handle 

parents 

c. Detail description 

It discusses Tirst argument with moth~r 
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d. Closing 
He thanks ~or the attention o~ the listeners 

and say good bye. 

T1blt 17 
The Fora of Act·Sequence 

o~ the Progr1a of 'The Blue Kelon Show' 

Announcing 
Fora of 1cl l 2 3 4· 5 6 E 
sequence 

A l . 1 1 T l 4 A a lntr·desrp·det 
descrp·closing 

8 . l . . 1 . . 8 • Oescr·introd· 
det desrp·clos 

From that table we can ~ind out that the 

dominant ~orm o~ act-sequence in "Th~ Blue Melon 

Show" is the Introduction-description-detail 

description-closing occur 4 (67~) and the ~orm o~ 

description-introduction-detail description-closing 

2 C33'l.), the lowest. 

Their percentage o~ occurrence are 

Introduction-description-detail 

de~cription-closing 

Description-introduction-detail 

description-closing 33 Y.. 
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B. Istara 

1.a. The ways of speaking 

The varieties of English speech acts especially 

about the illocutionary in the radio Istara (with its 

program called "Super DJ") based on the ways of 

speaking are described here. They are seen from the 

claasification according to its function. On the first 

announcing of "Super DJ" program, the broadcaster 

uttered vari~us actions within illocutionary sentences. 

Those belong to the three functions and seven kinds of 

illocutionary. The function called conflictive does not 

occur here. 

The actions of inviting, done within the 

illocutionary sentences, have higher occurences than 

the other actions. While the convivial of the function 

occurs more often than the others. 

Those sentences of illocutionary have simple form 

and are said repeatedly. For detail description can be 

seen table 18. 
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Function 

Ca1petitiv1 

Canvivid 

Colhbantive 

Table 18 
The Classification of lllocutionary Acts 

According to its Function 
On the 11t Announcing of •super oa• Progr11 

Kind af Illatutlanary Illacution1ry Acts 

Asking What about this nov 
Can you feel it 
llhat 1baut nav 

6r11Ung Hello 
Hov'rt you daing 
People out there 
People in the house 

Inviting Stay tun1 
Co11 on 
Co.eon nov 

Thanking Thant you for listening 

Asserting Brand nH song 
6ive you hot 1usic like this 
6ive you hot progr11 
Super DJ with the real paver 
Super DJ super surprise far you 
It11i1no rapper 

Annaundng Super DJ is back . 
You're still listening ta Super 
DJ pragra1 

Source: Selective Listening 
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E 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
1 

5 
8 
5 

1 

3 
2 
I 
l 
1 · 
I 

2 

2 

The utterances of illocuticnary acts said by the 

Disc Jockey are varied. Eventhough many of them are 

repeated many ti~es but, still they include s~ven kinds 

of illocutionary acts.The broadcaster orders and invites 

the listeners more often than the other actions. And the 

function of convivial occurs more often than the others. 

They are described below. 
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Function 

Co1peti ti ve 

Convivhl 

Co 11 abora ti ve 

hbl1 l9 
Classification of lllocutionary Acts 

According ta its Function 
On the 2nd Annaunclng of 'SUPER DJ' Pragra1 

Kind af Illocutianary lllocutianary Acts 

Asking llhat about this 
Are you ready to ju1p 
llhat about so1ethi~g sexy 

Ordering &et ready far tonight 
&et ready far this 
Keep dancin with Ha111r 
lfave your body 
Move your head 
Check out this 1elody 
&et rtady ta the hat sang 

. 6r11tlng Hello ptopl1 in the hou11 
All DJ's SE, how're you doing 
People on the street 
People at the house 
All boys in the house 

Thanking Thank you for listening 'Super 
DJ• on Istara FK. 

Inviting Coae an 
Stay tune 
Let's have so1e hot party 
Stay here with 1e 
Let's dance 

Announcing Still with Super DJ 
Super DJ is back now with DJ 
Super DJ fro1 Jst1ra 100,9 FK 
We're still having 1 party here 
keep ligting fra1 the center of 
the city 

Asserting Ha11er tiae 
It's slow tiae 
This is the re1ix 
It's so1ething real hot 
Super DJ rhyll 
le all having 1 Super DJ party 
Last·song far Super DJ today 
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J: 

1 
I 
l 

I 
2 
I 
4 
I 
2 
1 

I 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

7 
2 
1 
1 
I 

I 
1 
1 

I 

2 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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All kinds and TUnctions ~f illocutionary acts occur 

in the third announcing. H~re, the utterances of 

illocutionary belong to the kinds of orderin; which have 

the highest occurences compared with the others. 

The function of convivial and collaborative has 

more frequency than the competitive one. They are 

described in detail within table 20. 

In the table 21 described in detail the several 

actions within sentences of illocutionary acts. That 

actions belong to three functions and also to six kinds 

of illocutionary acts. 

The highest of illocutionary acts belong to 

function of competitive. Precisel, those are included 

into the kind of ordering. 
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Function 

Ca1petitivt 

Convlvld 

Collaborative 

Table 20 
Classification of lllocutionary Acts 

According to Its Function 
on 3 rd Announcing of 'Super DJ' Progra1 

Kinds of lllocutionary lllocutionary Acts 

Asking An you r11dy 

Ordering Kove your body 
Check it out 
Scr111 

Inviting Let's do 
Coat on 
Stay tune Super DJ 
Stay here 
Let's get back ta the real Super DJ 

&reeling Super DJ 11niac 
People at the house 
All the ladies 
Lovers in the house 
Ladies 

Thanking Thanks for listening 

Announcing Still •ith your DJ 
Super DJ 
Super DJ 1ith 1 na11 of the Dj' 

Asserting It's the first song 
Super DJ •ill continue after this 
Super DJ fro1 5.00 until 7.00 o'cloc 
Brand new 
Super DJ's slow ti1e 
Super DJ party ti11 
We are the hottest b1caus1 11 are 
Super DJ 
We get back to the Super DJ with 
1ith the hottest ausics 
Last sang for today 

Sources Selective Listening 
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I 

3 
4 
1 

1 
2 
3 
2 
1 

2 
I 
2 
I 
I 

I 

2 
2 
I 

I 
•• 
1 

. 1 
1 
1 

1 

I 
I 
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Function 

Coapeti tive 

Convivial 

Collaborative 

T1blt 21 
Tht Cl1sslflc1tlon of tht lll~cutionary Acts 

According to Its Function 
on th1 4 th Announcing of 'Super DJ' Progra1 

Kind of lllocutionary llocutionary Acts . 
Asking Art you r11dy 

llhay about this 

Ordering &et ready 
Move your body 
Check it out 
Stay tun1 
Stay here 

Inviting Coat on 

&reeling Suptr DJ aanhc 
Hello 
Ho11•r1 you doing 
All the ladies in the house 

Thanking Thanks for listening 

Announcing Super DJ still 11ith 11 
You're still listening to Super DI 
Super DI is back 

. 

Asserting Super DI keep lighting fro1 the center 
of the city 
Slo11 1u1ic tiae 
Super DJ fro• Jstara 100,9 FM 
I'll bt back after this 
Super D1 ii hot 
The hottest Super DJ 
This song has be1n no 1 for t110 11eeks 

Sourcez Selective Listening 
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t 

·2 
1 

2 
3 
1 
2 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
2 
1 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

On the fifth announcing of "Super OJ", the 

' broad.caster does six actions. Those which belong to 

the -function OT three .functions o-F 

illocutionary.While asking is the only action which 

does not occur. 
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The functions of convivial and collaborative within 

illocutionary acts are said.more often than the others. 

While the action of ordering has more frequency. The 

detail description can be seen in table 22. 

Function 

Coapeti tive 

Convivial 

Collabontiv 

Table 22 
Classification of lllacutionary Acts 

A~ording ta Its Function 
on 5 Announcing of 1 Sup1r DJ' 

Kind of Illacutianary lllacutianary Acts 

Ordering Hovi it baby 
Check this sound 
6et r11dy 

Inviting Stay lune 
Stay here 
Ca11 an 

Greeting Ho•'r1 you doing 

Thanking Thank you far listening 

Announcing Still •ith 'n11e of the Dj' as your DJ 
lack ta Super DJ progra1 
Super DJ keep lightin' froa the center of 
th, ,city 
lstara nu1ber one Surabaya 

Asserting I'll be back after ca11ercial ti1e 
Super DJ •ith hat 1usic like this 
Sla11 tl11 now 
It is far all overs in the house 

Source: ~elective Listening 

E 

2 
3 
1 

2 
l 
2 

3 

l 

l 
2 

l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 

The broadcaster said the set of illocutionary 

during the annoouncing time, at this time he did a lot 

o~ inviting actions than the oth~r kind o~ action. The 
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function of convivial has hi9her of occurences. 

They are described in table 23. 

Function 

Co1peti ti VI 

Convivial 

Collaborative 

Table 23 
The Classification of lllocutionary Acts 

Acc,,ding to Its Function 
on the 6 Announcing of •super DJ' 

Kind of lllocutionary lllocutionary Acts 

Ordering Move your body 
Shake it 

Inviting Stay tune 
Stay here 
Co11 on 

6re1Ung Super DJ 1aniac, how're you doln' 
Hi the dance 1usic 1aniac 
All the ladies ·in the house 
6ood tf ternoan 

Thanking Thank you for listening 

Announcing Super DJ 
Still with 1 na1e of the Dj' keep lightin' 
fro1 the center of the city 

Asserting It's slaw ti11 
I'll be right back 
It's Super DJ 
It' last sang for today 

Source: Selective Listening 
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E 

2 
I 

-

3 
2 
4 

I 
1 
1 
1 

I 

I 

1 

1 
I 
I 
1 

The classification cf illccuticnary acts according 

to its function within the whole announcing cf "Super 

DJ" can be seen in table 24 below. It gives the 

description about the frequency occurence of the 

illocuticnary acts within kind of illocutionary. 

, 
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Co1peUUv1 

A~king 

Ordering 

Source: Selective listening 

Tablt 24 
Classification of lllocutlanary Acts 

According to Its Function 
on •super D~· pragr11 

ConYlvial 

c c 

13 Inviting 64 
41 &reeling 34 

Thanking 7 

54 105 

58 

Collaborative 

c 

Announcing 24 
Asserting 41 

65 

The convivial function of illocutionary acts within 

sentences uttered in the "Super DJ" has the highest 

occurence. 

The frequency of illocutionary sentences within its 

kind can be found out below. The total amount in this 

program is 224. Then, the occurence of action according 

to each kind are 

Asking 6 Y. 

Ordering 18 Y. 

Inviting 29 Y. 

Greeting 15 Y. 

Thanking 3 x 
Announcing 11 Y. 

Asserting 18 Y. 

The DJ of the program "Super DJ" does an action 

of inviting more often than the other actions. 
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1.b The varieties of illocutionary seen from topics. 

1) They can be seen from what is being talked about. 

"Super DJ" program is a-continues music played 

by the DJ and the messages are inserted between 

music. The function of this program is to entertain. 

That's why the effectiveness of talking is 

approximately 30-35 minutes on each announcing for it 

emphasize on the music itself. 

Then, the topics used within this program are 

more limited. It is about all the information 

related to the song played. It can be about the 

singer of the song, the song itself and even about 

the program of the radio station. 

On the first announcing of "Super DJ" program, 

the DJ's talks about the type of the song, order the 

listeners to accept and listen to the song that he 

play, also ask the opinio~ of the listeners about 

the song played. 

When he talks about the program, he give~ the 

information about the type of the program, to keep 

listening and-also remindS'them abut what they are 

listening to. And, he·states the type cf the singer 

in this announcing. 
J. 
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The illocutionary used in the both the topics of 
. 

songs and program have the same variety. But the 

occurence of sentences in the topic of songs is 

higher than the other. It happens because the same 

sentences are repeated many times. Meanwhile the 

action done within the topic of.singer has the lowest 

occurence. 

The occurence of illocutionary sentences about 

songs are 20, and about program are 13 times. They 

are described below. 

Topics 

Song 

Pro9r11 

Singer 

Table 25 
lllocutionary Used Mithin tht Topic 

on as Announcing of 'Super DJ' Progr11 

Illocutlan1ry Acts 

Brand new sang 
&ive you hat 1usic like this 
What about this now ? 
Can you feel it ? 
Co1e on 
Take this hot sang 
Check it out 

&ive you hot pro9r11 
Super DJ with the real power 
Super DJ super surprise for you 111 
You're still listening to 'Siper DJ' pro9ra1 
St1y tune 
Thant you 
Super DJ is b1ck. 

lt1li1no ripper 

Source: Selective Listening 

E 

3 
2 
2 
2 
8 
2 
I 

1 
I 
I 
2 
5 
1 
2 

1 
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song, 

The. Oise Jockey tells about the type of 

asks the listenars's opinion about the 

61 

the 

song 

played an~ even ~nvite them to come along with it. 

He talks about the program. It includes the 

information of the name of the program and the radio 

station. 

The DJ talks various action in illocutionary 

sentences. The highest occurence is twelve which is 

discussed in the topic about song. Next, the topic of 

the program has nine times actins QOne within the 

sentences. And the action in the topis of singer is 

the lowest. The detail actions done are shown in 

table 26. 
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Topics 

Sang 

Table 26 
Jllacuttanary Acts Occur within the Yaple 

an 2nd Announcing of •super DJ' Pragraa 

ll lacutianarr Acts 

L1t'dance 
lfhat about this 
Are you ready ta juap 
lfhat about saaething sexy · 
61t ready for this 
Keep dancin 1ith K1111r 
Check it aut 
&et ready to the hat sang 
This is the re1i1 
It' s saaething rial hat 

Pragraa Shy tune 
let's have sa1e hat party 
Still 1ith Super DJ 
Super DJ fro• Istara 100,9 FK 
lfe're still h'aving a party keep lightin 
froa the centre af the city 
It's slaw tiae 
Super DJ rhyta 
lie 111 having Super 11· party 

Singer H111er tiae 

Source : Selective Listening 
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E 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
2 
1 
1 
1 

2 
1 
I 
1 

I 
1 
1 
I 

1 

The topic about singer does not occur in the 

third announcing of "Super DJ". The DJ/ Just tells 

about the type of the song and invites the listeners 

to move their body along with that song. Meanwhile 

topic of the program describes the kinds of the 

program and the name of it. 

The illocutionary sentences spoken in the topic 

cf program have the· highest occurence than the 

others. They stated 13 times, and the sentences in 
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the topic OT song are nine times. Some OT . the 

sentences are repeated. Those are described in detail 

within table 27. 

Topics 

Song 

Progru 

Table 27 
lllo~tlonary Acts Occur Within tht Topic 
on 3r Announcing of •super DJ•progru 

11 locutionary Acts 

Check it out 
It's the first song 
Brand new 
Hovt your body 

Stay tune Super DJ 
L1t~1 go back to tht rial Super DJ Progra1 
Still 1ith your DJ 
Super DJ will continue after this 
Super DJ fro• 5.00 until 7.00 o'colck 
Super Dj's slow ti1e 
Super Dj party tiae 
Ve are the hottest because 1e are super Dj 
Last song for today 
Thank you 

Saurc11 Selective Listening 

t 

4 
I 
I 
3 

3 
l 
2 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

The dominant topics discussed in the rorth 

announcing are song and program. The inTormations 

about the songs are the same, but the only exception 

is the DJ also talks about the its position. 

The illocutionary sentences about the songs has 

the highest occurence than the other. Some or them 

are repeated. But there are various actions reTlected 
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the topic about the program. The use of illocutionary 

is described in tabla 2S. · 

Topics 

Singer 

Sangs 

Progra1 

Table 28 
lllfiutionary Used in th1 Topic 

on 4 Announcing of •super 01• 

lllocution1ry Acts . 
Please, welco1e the dentist •singer's na11• 

Are you r11dy ? 
Khat abut this ? 
Kave your body 
Check it out 
6et r11dy 
Slow 1usic tiae 
This song has b11n nu1b1r one far two weeks 

Sup1r D1 still with ·~ 
You're still listening to Super D1 
S11p1r D1 i1 back 
Super D1 keep lightin' fro• th1 cent1r of 
the city 
Super D1 fro1 lstara 100,9 f" 
The hottest Super D1 
Super D1 is hat 
Stay tune 
Stay here 
Thant you 

E 

1 

2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 

1 
1 
I 

I 
I 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

The use of. illocutionary of acts in the fifth 

announcing is included into the topics of song and 

the program. The actions done by the DJ related to 

the topic of singer do not occur. 
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The actions done by the Dj which belong to the 

the topic of the program occur more often than the 

others. They are said eleven times and only some of 

them are repeated. While.the others belong to the 

topic of songs are only stated nine times. The 

varieties use of illocutionary can be seen below. 

Table 29 
lllacutianary Used in the Topic 

an 5th Announcing af 'Super .DJ' Pragr11 

Topics Illacutianary Acts 

Sangs Kave it baby 
Check this sound 
&et ready 
It is far all lavers-1t the house 
~M 

Pragr11 Stay h1r1 
Stay tune 
Still with 1e 'naae af the DJ' 
as your DJ tonight 
Super DJ with hat ausic like this 
Slaw ti1e now 
lstara nu1ber 1 Surabaya 
lack ta Super DJ pragr11 
Super DJ keep lightin' fraa 
the center af the city 
Thant you 

Source: Selective Listening 

& 

2 
3 
I 
I 
2 

I 
2 

1 
I 
I 
1 
2 

1 
1 

The Disc Jockey in the sixth announcing does not 

talk about ·the topic of .singer. The varied 

illocution~ry senten~es related to th e songs and 

programs become the main object. 
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The illocutionary sentences said in the topic 

about program have the higher occurence than the 

others. They are stated ten times and only two 

sentences are repeated. While the topic about song 

has the illocutionary sentences which are said · eii;iht 

times. 

For detail description of the actions done 

within the utterances.said by the Dj can be seen in 

table 30. 

.Table 30 
lllocution1ry Used in the Topic 

on 6 Annauncing of 1Sup1r DJ' Progr11 

Topics 11 locutionary Acts 

Song Move your body 
Shih it 
Coae on 
List song for tod1y 

Progr11 St1y tune 
Stay here 
Super DJ 
Still with 'na11 of the DJ' keep lightin' 
fro1 the center of thl city 
It's slow ti11 
It's Super DJ 
Thank you 

Source: Selective Listening 

E 

2 
1 
4 
1 

3 
2 
1 

I 
1 
I 
1 

The topics used in the program "Super DJ" are 

limited into three kinds. They are namely singer, 
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songs and the program. The topic about singer is not 

· always discussed in tha pt"'ogram "Super DJ." It is 

only discussed in the Tirst, second and third 

announcing. While the other topics, songs and 

program, are broadcasted continuosly in each 

announcing. 

The use OT illocutionary sentences are related 

to the topics. The sentences uttered here are simple 

and they are repeated many times. The table below 

describes it in detail. 

Announcing 
Topics 

Sangs 

Singer 

Progr11 

Yahl 11ount 

T1blt 31 
The Use of lllacutian1ry Acts 

an the Pragr11 'Supu DJ' 

1 2 3 4 

20 12 9 12 

1 1 . 1 

13 9 13 11 

34 22 22 24 

Sources Selective listening 

5 ' E 

9 8 70 

- . 3 

11 10 67 

20 18 140 

The occurence OT the illocutionary sentences 

within. the topic about songs is the highest than the 

others. They are stated seventy times. While the 

topic OT singer is said three times and the sentences 
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... 

· in the topic or program are &tated sixty six times. 

The rrequency or happerying or the sentences 

within each topic is : songs 

singer 

program 

50 

2 

48 

The rrequency or sentences about the song occur 

f irty percent. 

b. 2) Indicator of Change or the Topics 

The Disc Jockey tell various illo~utionary 

sentences to indicate that he change~the topic or 

conversation. Whenever he talks about the song, it is 

indicated when he says the type of the song and asks 

the listeners to move their body in .accordance to the 

music played. This topic is changed when he greets 

his listeners or when he state the name or the radio 

station, its frequency ·and also the name or the 

program. 

And the topic about the singer, which is seldom 

discussed, occurs when he states the place where he 

comes Trom, other Job and e~en the name OT the 

singer. The use or illocutionary sentences within the 

whole "Super DJ" announcing is given in table 32 

below. 
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Announcing 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Table 32 
The Use of Illocutlonary Acts 

as the Indicator of the Change of thl Topic 
on the 'Super DJ' Progr11 

Topics Illocutionary Acts 

Songs Bnnd new song 
Progr11 People out there hlllo1 how'rt you doin' 
Singer Italiano rapper 

Song Let's dance 
Progr11 Jstara nu1ber one Surabaya 
Singer Ha11er tiae 

Sang It's the first song 
Progr11 · Super DJ fra1 5.00 until 7.00 o'clock 

Singer lelco1e the dentist 
Song Kave your body 
Pragn1 Super DJ fro• Istara 100,9 FK 

Song Kave it baby 
Progr11 Super DJ 

Song Kave your body 
Progr11 It's Super DJ 

Sources Select•ve Listening 

The topics within" "Super DJ" are 

69 

changed 

whenever the DJ utters one of these illocutionary : · 

1. Greet the listeners. 

2. Assert the name of the program, the radio station 

and its frequency. 

3. Assert the position or the type of the song. 

4. Order his listeners to move their body accordance 
to the musics played. 

5. State the name of singer, type or his other job. 

The use of the illocutionary sentence in the 

program of "Super DJ" can be seen in table 33. 
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Table 33 
Tht Use Df lll1aatl1lliry Acts 

As an lndic1t1r Df tit• Ch1ng1 Df tht T1pics 
Dn •super 11• Pr1gr11 · 

No Kind of Indicator of Announcing l 2 3 4 s 6 t 
The change of the topic 

l. &reet the listener l - - - - - 1 
2. Assert the n111 of the progra1, 

the radio station, its fr1qu1ncy - l l I I l 5 
3. Assert the position or type of sang I - I - - - 2 
4. Order the listeners ta 1av1 their body - - - l l l 3 
s. State the n11e of the singer, his type 

or his other job I I - I - - 3 

Sources Selective listening 

The highest occurence of the indicator the 

changing topic is asserting the name of the program, 

the name of the radio station and its frequency 5 

(36Y.). While the indicator of greeting occurs 1 (7X). 

The detail description of percentage occurence 

of each indicator above are 1 

1. Greet the listeners 

2. Assert the name of the program, 

the radio station or its frequency 

·3. Assert the position or type of song 
4. Order the listeners to move their body 
5. State the name of the singer, his type 

or his other job. 

7 'l. 

36 'l. 

15 Y. 

21 'l. 

21 'l. 
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b. 3) Act-sequence 

The sequence o-f act in the program o.f "Super 

1. First announcing 

a. Introduction 
introduce the name of the program, radio 

station and its frequency 

introduce the name of the Dj 

greeti-A.g the listeners 

b. Description 
He talks the topics about singer, the program 

itself and the songs played. 

c. Clcsin·g 

Thank the 

announcing. 

2. Sec:ond announcing 

a. Description 

listeners for 

introduce the first song 

listening 

- introduce the name of the program 

b. Introduction 

the 

- 'introduce the name of the radio station and 

its frequency 

introduce the name o.f the Dj 

c:.. Oesc:r i pt ion 

he tells all informations related to the 

songs played, and the singer or even comment 

on the p~ogram itself. 

d. Closing 

thanks to the listeners and say geed bye 
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3. Third announcin9 

a. Introduction 

- greet the listeners 

- introduce the name of the program, radio 

station and its frequency. 

b. Description 

he tells many information about the program 

and the songs played at the third announcing. 

c. Closing 

he states his name and t~ank fer the attention 

of the listeners and say good bye. 

4. Forth announcing 

a. Introduction 

- he states the name of the program, radio 

station and its frequency 

greets the listeners 

b. Description 

all the informations about singer of the song, 

the song itself or the "Super DJ" pro~ram were 

told to the listeners. 

c. Closing 

he thanks to the listeners and say good bye. 

5. Fifth announcing 

a. Description 

he introduces his name as the Dj in this fifth 

announcing and the first the song he play 
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b. Introduction 
the name of the program and to which it belong 

and the frequency of radio station 

c. Description 

he continuosly serves the informations of 

the songs and the program itself. At this 

announcino, he does net talk about the 

singer 

6. Sixth announcing 

a. Introduction 
he states the name OT the radio station and 

its -frequency and also the nam.e a-f the program 

or even his name. 

b. Description 
he tells all thing related to the program 

itself and the songs being played. 

There are two kinds of act-sequence in "Super DJ" 

program. The forms which emerge in this prog~am· are 

* Introduction - description - closing 

* Description - introduction - description - closing. 

Here each part of the the form of the act-sequence 

above consist of the same elements. In the intoduction, 

as an example, always contain of greeting and asserting 

the name of the program, name of the radio station and 

also its frequency. The name of the broadcaster as the 

Oj will also be mentioned at the very -first o~ the 
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announcing. Only their cccurence which 

to another. 

The table 34 below describes mere 

of act-sequence used in the program of 

T1ble 34 
The Far• af Act·StlllJence 

an the Progr11 of •super DJ• 

Announcing 1 2 3 4 5 6 
For1 of Act-
Sequence 

A l - 1 l - l 

74 

differ f rcm one 

clearly the form 

"Super DJ". 

t 

4 The for1 1 

A,lntrod-descrp-closing 
B.Descrp-introd-descp~ 

B - 1 - - l - 2 closing 

Sources Selective listening 

The program of "Super DJ" tends to serves its 

announcing in the form of : a. Introduction 

b. Description 

c. Closing. 

In other words, that kind of act-sequence occurs more 

often than the others. 

Their percent of occurrence are : 

A. Introduction-description-closing 67 f. 

B. Description-introduction-description-closing 33 f. 

,· 
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3. The comparison \ 
• 1. The use of illocutionary acts accordi~g to its function 

The varieties of illocutionary sentences used in 

the program of "The Blue Melon Show" an~ "Super DJ" 

belong to EBS and Istara respectively can be seen Trom 

the ways of speaking and the topic. 

The ways of speaking can be found out by the 

classification of illoc~tionary according to its 

-Function. While the topic can be seen from the 

illocutionary used within the topic, the indicator of 

the change of the topic and the act-sequence. 

The table 35 be'low describes in detai 1 about the 

comparative use of illocutionary acts between EBS and 

Istara FM. 

Tlble 35 
The Co1parative of Classification According to the Function 

between EBS and lstar1 

Function 
Kind Coapeti tive Convivial Collaborative 

EIS Jstara EBS lst1ra EIS Ishn 

Asking 10 13 
Ordering - 41 

Inviting 6 64 
&reeling - 4 34 
Thanking 3 7 

Announcing 2 24 
Asserting 32 41 
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The table ;ives general description that EBS has 

the lower frequency of happening than the Istara with 

the rate of occurrence is 10 in EBS and in Istar~ is 32 

As a matter of fact the whole amount of function 

are four, but the function of conflictive is never said 

in both radio. The kinds of illocutionary within each 

function are the kinds of asking and ordering in the 

function of competitive. In the function of convivial 

discuss the kinds of inviting, greeting and thanking. 

Meanwhile the kinds of announcing and asserting. are 

discussed in collaborative. 

The frequency of happening the sentences. of 

illocutionary acts in both program are 1 

EBS ls tar a 
Asking 18 ;. Asking 6 ;. 

Inviting 11 ;. Ordering 18 ;. 

Greeting 7 ;. Inviting 29 ;. 

Thanking 5 'l. Greeeting 15 ;. 

Announcing 3 ;. Thanking 3 ;. 
~serting· 56 ;. Announcing 11 ;. 

Asserting 18 :r. 
The varietie~ in EBS occur three functions namely 

competitive 10 ( 18'l.)' convivial 13 (23;.) arid 

collaborative 34 ( 60:1.) with the highest is in 

collaborative and the lowest is in the -function of 

convivial. While the functions occur in Istara are 
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called competitive 54 (241.), convivial 105 (47%) ' 
' 

collaborative 65 (291.) with.the hiQhest in convivial and 

the lowest in competitive. 
. 

The highest occurence of sentences of illocutionary 

used in the program of "The Blue Melon Show" belongs to 

the action of asserting. And the lowest belong to the 

kind of announcing. Their frequency of happening are56 Y. 

and 37. respectively. But the kind of ordering does not 

occur here. 

The highest occurence of illocutionary•s sentences 

in the program of "Super DJ" is inviting. On the 

contrary, the action of thanking is not done 

continuosly. It only occurs three percent in the whole 

announcing. 

The difference of varieties is in repetition which 

occur in lstara but it sometimes does in EBS. Those are 

related to the type of entertainment program belong to 

lstara which always try to create the fresh situation. 

It is supported by Onong who said that the repetition of 

the important words are necessarily used in radio 

(Onong, 1983: 92). 

1.b The illocutionary used in the topics 

1) The varieties of illocutionary can be seen from the 

topics. The table 36 gives the detail comparative 

occurence between EBS and Istara. 
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Na Topics 

1 School 
2 Job 
3 Sea 
4 A SIDhr 
5 Fill 
6 Parents 

E 

hblt 36 
Tht Ca1par1tlve 

Ust af lllacutlanary Acts in tht Taplcs 
betMetn EIS and lstara 

B s I I t l r l 

I llacutionary Ho Tapiu 11 lacutlonary 
sentenc11 111nt1nc11 

I: £ 

8 l Songs 70 
9 2 Singer 3 
7 3 Progn1 67 

10 
9 
9 

52 HO 

78 

Saurce1 Selaectivt Listening 

The highest frequency of illocutionary are in 

topic of a smoker 10 (19r.) and in the topic of 

program 67 (48i). They belong to the EBS and Istara 

respectively. While the lowest occurence is in the 

topic of school 8 (19r.) and the topic of singer 3 

(2X) which are discussed in EBS and in lstara. 

Their occurence of each topic in the whole 

announcing o-f both radio stations can be seen from 

percentage. 

E B s I s t a r a 
School 10 r. Songs 50 ;. 
Job 17 r. Smoker 2 r. 
Sea 14 Y. Program 48 z 
A smoker 19 ;. 
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Pat"'ents 

·17 'l. 

17 'l. 

79 

. ' 

The diTTet"'ences about tha topics are the EBS 

which have vat"'ious topics within its· program called 

"The Blue _Melon Show". Each announcing talked about 

. the diTTerent topics. 

-Meanwhile Istara only has three topics. The 

actions which are done within illocutionary 

sentences always related to the that three topics 

above. In other words, the three topics are alway_s 

talked in each announcing. The diTTerent OT topics 

because OT the diTTerent types OT program belong to 

both radios. 

b.2) The use of indicator of the change of the topic. 

The change OT of topic in the both program "The Blue 

Melon Show" from EBS and "Sup~r DJ" from Istara are 

compared in table below. 

Table 37 
The Ca1parative Use of lllacutianary Acts 

As an Indicator of the Change of the Topics 
in EIS and lstara 

E B s I s t a r a 

Kind of Indicator J: Kind of Indicator 

Ouestian about phena1enan 3 Assert (ype of sang 
State opinion or feeling 5 Ask ta 1ave the body 
State na1e of radio, its State na1e of radia,its 
frequency and pragra1 2 frequency and pragra1 
Ask partner's condition 1 State type of singer 
&reet 1 &reet 

Source: Selective Listening 

J: 

2 
3 

5 
3 
1 
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The change OT the topics in both radios are 

indicated by -Five kinds DT indicator.There are two 

similar components namely statinQ th• name of tht» 

t·adio station, its frequency and the name of the 

program and the second is greeting. In EBS their 

frequency of occurrences are 2 (17~) and 1 (7~) 

respectively. While in Istara are 5 (30'l.) and 1 

which they also occur the most and the 

( 174) 

lowest 

respectively. 

The reason o-f the occurrence o-f stating and 

greeting because radio station is one kind of. mass 

media, so it must be polite and -friendly to ti,e 

listeners. And the second similar component occurs 

because of each radio must keep in touch with the 

listeners by telling them to which radio station they 

listen. It is supported by Onong who said that radio 

muat maintain the relationship with the listeners by 

stating the name of the radio (1983: 94) 

The occurence o-f each indicator can be seen 

from the procentage 

E B S 

Question o-f· phenomenon 254 

State opinio~ 424 

State name of radio, 

its frequency, program 174 

I s t a r a 

Assert song~s type 15Y. 

Ask to move 2 l'l. 
State name o-f radio, 

-frequency, program 36Y. 
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Ask partner's condition SY. 

Greet listeners S~ 

State singer's type 21Y. 

Greet listeners 77. 

The occurenca of indicator of statinQ opinion is 

the highest procentage in the program "The Blue Melon 

Show". It occurs 42 1.. While the highest occurence in 

Istara is the indicator of stating name of the radio, 

its frequency and its program. 

b.3) Act-sequence 

Topic is the component cf act-sequence, that~s 

why it is dicussed here. As a matter of fact, each 

program has different act sequence. The program or 

11 ihe Blue Melon Show" belongs to EBS and the "Super 

OJ 11 from Istara serves the m~ssage in · different 

sequence. Eventhough, they are basically the same for 

they consist of general element of introduction-

content-closing. The detail description is given in 

the table below. 

E 8 s 

Far• of Act-Sequenct r 

Al 4 
81 2 

Source: Selective Listening 

Table 39 
The Ca1parative Act-Sequence 

an bath EBS and lstar1 

I s t a r a 

for• of Act·Stquenct 

A2 
82 

I 

t 

4 Al:Int-descp-det des-els 
2 Bl1Decr·int·det des-els 

A21lnt-desrp-closin9 
82rDescr-intr-descr-cls 
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.. 
T~e dominant Term OT act-sequence in the program 

11The Blue Melon Shew" beJcng to EBS and "Super· DJ" 

belong to le tar a are I 

EBS Is tar a 

a. Introduction a •. Introduction 

b. Description b. Description 

c. Description in detail c. Closing 

d. Closing 

Although each radio h~s diTTerent Term OT act

sequence, it has the similar occurrence. The highest 

is 4 ~67Y.) and the lowest is 2 (33Y.). 

The similirity form OT act-sequence between the 

program "The Blue Melon Show 11 and "Super DJ." is the 

form OT of introduction and closing. 

The differences are in ·the sequence about 

de~cription. The first description in "The Blue· Melon 

Show'' is different from the second for they talk about 

different topics. As a matter of fact they are still 

related to each other. The second description talks in 

detail about the specific example from the thing which 

had been discussed in the first. That•s why it is ... 

~ailed the detail description. 
. 

Meanwhile the description in 11 Super DJ"is all the 

same for it· talks about the song, program or even 

about the singer. 
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